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Catholic College Graduates and
Careers in Labor Unions
By John Zaman
"THE life of every person in the United States, whether engaged
in business or the professions, whether a politician, housewife,
farmer or worker himself is affected in some way by the existence
and activities of labor organizations." This excerpt from the preface
of Florence Peterson's book, American Labor· Unions, very aptly
expresses the important role that organized labor plays in our daily
Jives. It also serves to indicate the need for having men of the
highest caliber in the positions of responsibility within these organizations.
The purpose of this essay is to show that the training which a
Catholic college student receives is an ideal background f~r a career
in the labor movement, and also to show why there is a need for
the Catholic college student to seck such a career.
It will be best to define the term "labor leader" at this point,
as the term will be referred to throughout the es ay. Eli Ginzberg
in his book, The Labor Leader, defines the term thus: "Every active
competitor for a leadership post aspires to membership on the executive board of his union, and the president is always chosen from
this group." Therefore, we shall consider membership on the executive board and the presidency of a union as the ultimate goals of a
man seeking a career in the labor unions.
If one were to ask a group of young college students on the verge
of choosing a career, how many of them had given serious thought
w the possibility of a career in the labor unions, an affirmative
answer would be rare. First of all, the facts concerning labor leaders as distorted by the press put such a career in an unfavorable
light. Secondly, the very nature of the job steers most men away
from it: the workingman background and trade experience that
must be acquired in order to gain a start in this field- and the constant air of political uncertainty that prevails throughout the career.
I
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Under these cond itions it is not difficult to understand why the ma.
jority of men who are fortunate eno ugh to be a ble to a ttend college
elect to follow careers that afford a greater measure of security than
would a career as a labor leader.
As the situation stands today, most of our la bor leaders obtain
or have obtained, their start by chance. A strike, or maybe a mem:
bership dr~ve, will offer an energetic you.ng man the opportunity
to prove hts mettle and loyalty ~ the unw n. H e may then rise to
the top or sink into oblivion, depending on his a bilities and the
fortunes of politics.
Since the labor movement as a whole requires a workingman
background for its leaders, a start such as this is quite logical. His
educational backgro und is of secondary importance when he seeks
a position in a local union, but if he does advance to the higher
positions in which he may some d ay represent hundreds of thou.
sands of men, he will soon find tha t a college education would be
invaluable to him .
In the early days of the la bor movement, manufacturing was
usually restricted to local p lants; consequently, the labor leader o[
that day had to think and p lan in terms o f local problems only.
National la bor agreements were a rarity, and in most cases agree.
ments were made with a single employer.
With the coming of large-scale corporations and the union or.
ganization of whole industries, the duties of the labor leader also
increased in scope. The labor leader of today must be not only an
able administrator of his u nion; he is also required to have other
abilities. Louis Stark, writing in Pm blems of Organized L abor, has
this to say on the subj ect:
The labor leader today is confronted with the need for
a fluidity in policy and outlook that requires a labor statesmanship of a high order. H e must know markets intimately, must know trends in style , and must be up to date
on the invention a nd introd uction of new machines.
A new material may cheapen la bor costs and directly
affect competition. The labor leader is expected to have
the answer even before the effect of the new material i
apparent. His answer may mea n the saving of some of the
market to the union manufacturer and thus the saving
of their jobs to his members.
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In years gone by, seH-edu ca tion an d experience were the m ain requisites for the job of labor leader, but the genera l trend points
10 the college ma n as the labor leader of the future.
lt would be foolish to believe that any one man, regardless of
educa tiona l backgroun d, could cope with all these problems himelf. i\ Iany of the problems h e is fa ed with requir specialized training, an d to secure the solutio ns to thee prob lems, the unions employ a corps of exp erts.
Lawyers, finance men, eco nomi ts, sta tisticians, research men, and
editorial men are a few of th e positions that are fill ed by specialists
in the unions. There is a di tinct difference, howeve r, between a
position acquired by direct employment by a union and one of an
elective nature. The experts are employed in an advisory capacity,
but the ac tual poli cy setting is still in the h a nds of the labor leader.
As a short cut to an administrative position, a job as a specialist
in a union usually does not suffice, as ?vir. Stark points out with the
fol lowing comme nt:
Here and there a student of labor econom ic , aspiring
union leadership seeks a short cut to hi goa l through
direc t union employment, either in research or editorial
work. With careers in the professions apparen tl y barred
to many, it would seem that labor leadership should have
certain a ttractions for these students. However, short cuts
in this as in other field are quite out of the qu es tion.
to

Man y of the labor leaders of today who have coll ege training
found their careers by chance. Unable to obta in jobs in the fi elds
for which they h ad prepared themselves, they turned instead to a
trade, and in some cases these men assumed leadership in a union .
C. Wright Mills h as compiled a sta tistical report on 203 union
leaders, with special emphasis on the differences between the Americ~ n Federation of Labor and the Congres of Industri al Organization labor unions. The report was subsequently published in Th e
Public Opinion Quarte,-ly 1945. In the section concerned with the
educational background of the leaders qu estioned, he reports that
in the CIO, thirty-two per cent of the leaders have had some college
training. The AFL had sixteen p er cent of their labor leaders represented as men with college training. The figures on the number of
men who had graduated were vagu e; h e merely stated that not
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many had graduated. Three per cent of the leaders in both .
have had postgraduate work. Mr. Mills went even further Untons
tha~ ~he CIO is leadin_g the _tren? ~o h ave college men in ~~ :~ow
posttwns. Of the men tn thetr thtrttes who were questioned op
' thtrty·
one per cent o f the AFL an d (.orty-two per cent of the ClO
were college men. In the higher age brackets, there was no d'ff IUen
.
t ercnce
between the two unwns.

1

Judging by these facts and figure ·, we ca n safely conclude 1 .
. b
.
.
. l
1
t lat lt
ecomwg mcreaswg y nee ssary to 1ave college men at th
administrative positions in organized labor. Why, then, woulde. top
especially desirable to have the Catholi college graduate in :~be
positions? Why would he be better equipped to assume these re ese
sibilities than would the graduate of a ecular college? The an:~n:
because position of responsibility in organized labor require er.
only intellectual, but also moral qualities.
paragraph from ~~t
catalog of John Carroll University will admirably serve to show th:
importance that is placed on the development of the moral faculties
of a student at a Catholic college:

1s

l

Experience, however, proves that knowledge and intellectual development have of themselves no moral efficacy.
Hence the necessity of developing, side by side, the moral
and intellectual faculties of the student so as to send forth
to the world men of sound judgment, of acute and rounded
intellect, of upright and manly conscience. And since men
are not made better citizens by the mere accumulation of
knowledge without a guiding and controlling force, the
principal faculties to be developed are the moral faculties;
for morality is the underlying basis, the vital force supporting and animating the whole organic structure of educaca tion, and in consequence it must be taught continuously.
It must illuminate what is noble and expose what is base,
and thus give to the true and false their relative light and
shade.
With the greater stress placed on moral philosophy, the Catholic
college graduate is better able to understand the problems of the
workingman, and in striving to solve these problems he will respect
the rights of all. In stating that he would be better able to understand the problems of the workingman, it was not necessarily meant
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h could truly under tand these problem through the teachthat
.
. ofe a school. He wou ld, h owevcr, b e more su 1ted
to under10gsd. them when actual contact with the workingman made the
stan mg
roblems real.
.
.
.
PThis goes han~ in hand. with the v1cwpow~ th~t is taken when
ms involvwg orgamzed labor are stud1ed m college. Since
pro ble
d .
the majority of students arc stu ymg for a career in a profession,
h. h will eventually place them on the management side, labor
~~, JC era! is quite likely to be merely a class, to be considered only
.
111 gen '
because it does ex1st.
"
.
"
.
Through such courses as Moral Gu1dancc, requ1red at John
Carroll Universit~, "labor" is understood to be "men"; and all men
have God-given nghts.
.
.
The next logica l questiOn 1 : how would the Catholic college
duate pursue a career in the labor unions? It would depend
~n the type of job he had in mind. His educational background
1
,-ll in most cases, permit him to apply for direct employment by a
:~~i~n in one of the specialized jobs. In a position of this type, he
would be able to exercise a certain amount of influence in the
formation of union policies after he gained the conf1dence of the
leaders of the union. In a position a an editor, his educational
background would have a telling effect, but, by and large, most of
the special ized jobs would amount to little more than careers in the
particular fields for which the men were trained.
This wonld be better than no representation whatsoever, but the
ideal place for the Catholic college graduate is in the more difficult
field of union administration.
The unanimous consensus of opinion among present leaders of
large unions consulted in a survey conducted at John Carroll Unil'ersity is that a position as a labor leader can be acquired only
through a job in a trade in tha t union in which the graduate wishes
to seek a career. Every other authoritative source consulted on this
subject bears up this contention.
We can now understand why more college men do not choose
a career in the labor unions. It takes a great deal of moral courage
to start from a job at a trade when he is already trained for a job
that would probably offer him more security if he reached a position comparable to the position he hopes to a ttain in organized
.abor. He will encounter many obstacles in his climb to a position
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of influence in the labor unions, so it is just as well that a hi h
g
degree of courage is required right from the start.
First he wi ll have to overcome the inherent suspicion of the
worker toward a man who has a college education. As Mr. Ginz.
berg states: " 0 matter how deep a social conscience a man has,
he will have a hard struggle to lead the masses unless he is one
of them by birth. Workers arc suspicio~s of, almost instinctively
hostile to, those who di ffer from them m speech, education and
socia l status."
The start as a workingman for the prospective union leader is
not without plausible reason. How co uld he better understand th
e
.
problems of the workingman th an to expenence the problems hiiJI.
self? And since he will ome clay be concerned with the very prob.
Jcms in volved in the work of the union he represents, experie nce in
the trade itself will be a great benefit. There can be no better
foundation for the confidence the men must have in him than to
have been one of them himse lf.
W e must be wary of placing too much idealis111 in the meaning of
such words as moral courage, moral guidance, a nd the other special
attribute that are developed by the Catholic coll ege gradu ate. The
Catholic college graduate is not going to crash thro ugh to success
regardless of the opposition, merely beca use it ca n be proved that
his is the better training for unio n leaders hip . .Just as he was
forced to acquire a workingman background in order to obtain a
start in his chosen ca reer, so will he need more than mere courage
tO circumvent the pattern that leads to the lea dership of a labor
union. We must all lea rn to play the game well under the cxi ting
rules, if we wi sh to h ave a voice in the alteration of the rul es. The
Catholic college graduate must follow the rules too, and rise to a
position of authority through normal ch a nn el . On ce he has at·
tain ed a position of authority and influ ence, h e will be in a position to exercise actively his own convictions. In the course of his
rise through the ranks to top union leadership, however, he will
have had to develop a sharp acumen for th e politics involved.
Top union leaders, once entrenched in office, arc very difficult to
root out. Many reformers had the opinion th a t the referendum
would accompli h this, but, if workers continue to get more money
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and better working conditions, they will not be too eager for reform.
.
The accum:dauon of large surpluses in the treasuries of many
large unions 1s ~!so used as 1~eans of keeping the present leaders
in office. Mr. Gwzberg has th1s to say on the subject:
On occasion leaders also used their financial control to
eradicate factionalism . . . The top leadership has also
fought to maintain itself in offic<.:. The present day emoluments of office simply made the fight more intense. The improved financial rewards not only made leadersh ip more
attractive; they made it more secure. In its power over
appointments and in its contro l over investments, leadership has two potent weapons for entrenchmen t a nd
aggrandizement.
The Catholic co llege graduate will find this situation to be true
at the very beginning of his career in many cases, although his
opportunities for ~ u ccess in di1:cct oppos~t ion to undesirable factions will be best 111 a loca l unwn. At th1s point in his career, he
will be ab le to make direct appeals to the workers who know him
as a fellow worker. Since h e has not climbed to even the first rung
of union leadership at this stage, he will not be too concerned with
political repercussions .
Although the college grad uate who seeks a career in the labor
unions must have much more in mind than the potential sa lary he
will reach, this point docs not go without consideration when we
think in terms of the top positions. According to Mr. Mills' figures on the AFL, the presidents' sa lari e range from $4,000 to
30,000, with a mean salary for all at about 9,641. The secretarytreasurers followed very close behind this.
In connection with this, h e also pointed out another factor that
favors a career in the labor unions. A man has a chance to reach
the top positions in labor union at a much younger age. His
statistics showed that the average age of the labor leader was eight
years younger than a government employee in a comparable position, and the average was eleven to fifteen years younger than a
man in the business world.
One of the foremost reasons that the Catholic college graduate
is needed in the labor unions is to provide active opposition to the
7
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avowed attemp t of th e Commun ists to obtain control of the labor
unions. Communi sts th rive where disc ri~in a ti o n ex ists, or supposedl y exist , and th ey have lo ng recogntzed the labo r movement
as a fe rtil e fi eld of ac ti on for their a ttempt to ga in a foothold in our
country.
Man y of our uni o ns are Co mmuni st-do min a ted today, especial!
among the loca l unio ns whi ch ca n ha rdl y be acti vely controlle~
by the pare nt uni ons. Within these local union s, the Communists
are quite adept a t arousing th e workers by a distortion of facts
which is designed to make the worker fee l tha t h e is bein g exploited
far more th an he rea ll y is.
It ca nno t be expec ted that the Ca tholic college graduate could
tear right in and smash a factio n which has had yea rs of experience
in methods and mea ns of ecuring control. Where opposition is
urgentl y needed, however, someon e mu st provid e the opposition,
and though on e man wo uld no t stem the tid e, the influx of a
steadily increasing number o f Catholic coll ege men into this field
would make itself felt in the betterment of th e work ers' position
and the betterm ent of the country as a whol e.

EDITOR's NoTE: The foregoing essay by Mr. Zaman was awarded first
prize in the 1949 Monsignor Smith Memorial Essay Contest, sponsored by
the Cleveland Council o. 733, Knights of Columbus.
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The First Moment
of Meeting
By John Huddleston

T

H E price of Joe's future was one left leg. Would you have paid
that much?

" o, sir," said Joe to the world a t large, "no one is going to cut
off this leg. Not a fter sti cking with it this long."
Joe was a pa ti ent in one of the army genera l hospitals not too
lo~g after th e close of the war. He was expressing an opinion which
he had often voiced before, a nd the men who heard it were no more
impre sed th an th ey h ad bee n t~1e first tim e. All of them were frac·
ture cases-legs mostly. Guys w rth what they u ed to all milliondollar wounds. But the va lue had depreciated harpl y and swiftly
after VJ day. All of them felt that it was onl y a matter of time
before the doctors would g ive up hope of curing the bone infection, and then, willy-nilly, th ey would be amputees.
That was the reason none of them paid any particular attention
10 Joe even though Joe was more or less impressive. He had been in
the ward longer th an an yo ne else and was probably the most seriously ill. It h ad onl y been his indomitabl e determination which
prevented them from amputating his leg when he was first injured.
He fo ught off all attempts with ncar savagery never giving up hope
of saving a left leg already far gone with infection . The best reasons
marshalled up by th e doctors h e turned aside and repeated his
slogan with growing defian ce :
" o one is going to cut off this leg."
No one kn ew much about him. The e facts they did know: His
name was Joe; h e was from Chicago; he was half Polish and half
Irish; he had a wife nam ed Laura and a son named Joe .Jr., and he
had seen neither of them for two years.
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On his arriva l in the States La ura had wanted to come and see
him, but he put her off with the expressed h op e that he would soon
be home, and sh e wou ldn 't need to make the trip. Joe's spirits were
dependent to a great ex tent on the letters which h e received dail
. .
y
from Laura. Lately she ha d b ecome more ms1stent about seein
g
him, and Joe had become worried for the first time.
Joe could not stand the thought of Laura see in g him in his con.
dition. Fever had melted the flesh from hi s bones, a nd he realized
that he looked far worse than Laura cou_ld iO:agine. Laura and Joe
Jr. were all h e h ad, and h e cou ld not bnng himself to take the risk
of losing them. Not that h e doubted Laura's love for him. There
was just a limit to what a person could sta nd, a nd he knew he
would be an awful shock to Laura.
He couldn't h elp but recall a buddy of his. Tom had ent for
his wife as soon as h e h ad come to the hospital. He and J ean had
been married for seve n years, a nd Joe felt personall y acquainted
with both of them from Tom's glo·wing tales. .Jo would never get
out of his mind the way J ea n's eyes h ad turned co ld when she
looked at Tom's wasted body. She asked for a divorce during the
first visit, and all Tom could say was, "Sure, J ea n, sure."
After that it had been a struggle to keep Tom interes ted in Jiv.
ing, but Joe and th e other patients h ad managed somehow.
Laura would n ever ask for a divorce, he kn ew, but he couldn't
have taken tha t coldne s in her eyes. It became an obsession with
him, and their entire future toge th er hinged on the way she would
look at him in tha t first mom ent of mee ting. He wanted to post·
pone that meeting as long as poss ibl e.
But the last letter from Laura said th a t she was tired of waiting
and was coming to see him right away.
"She'll probably be here today," said .Joe and his voice lacked
its customary note of boasting.
And Laura did come that very day. Everyone looked forward to
seeing her, and they were not disappointed. She was strictly of the
sort that would be so nice to come home to.
She wasn't tall. and she wasn't exactly short. The proud way
she carried herself made her seem taller than her five-three. She was
dressed quite simply in blue-a light shade contrasting with the
dark purple of her eyes. Her smile, playing warmly over her gener·
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t
d
rn outh , seemed to engulf
. her entire face. When she s~
nd kissed Joe a profound Sigh could be heard all over the entire
~-ard. Joe had passed ~he first test. . '
For at least tCI~ mtnutc s_hc didn t say a word-just sat next
s_ handh agamst. hcdr 1face. !hen the talk began. It
10 Joe and held hi 1
was sn1all talk at trst, t c type 111 u ged 111 between t\vo persons
l understand . each . other perfectly and .feel no need for d eep
w10
and ponderous discu~swns . J oc talked at tw1ce the usual rate. The
dam of emotion ha_vwg broken, h e could not control the flood of
11·ords. Laura l c~ h1m talk, and th e conversation went beautifully
for quite sam~ tunc.
Inevi tably it happened.
"How's Joe Jr., Laura?''
She looked away.
"Laura, what happen ed to him?" He seized her shoulders roughly. "Tell me. Do~'t just look at me. Is he all right?"
"Ye , he's all nght, Joe, but he needs you. I hate to complain,
darling, but he needs you badly. '_That's the reason I came here."
She paused long enough for this to take effect, then went on.
"Joe, I've simply got to know how much longer you'll be here in
the hospital."
"I don't know, Laura. Beli eve m e, I don't know. This infection
takes a long time. to heal."
"Joe, - -I hate to ask this, but would it be any ooner if they
, ..
cut your Ieg o ff.
"That's out. What kind of a dad would I make for Joe with one
leg off. I've fought it this long and I'm going to get all right. But
it will take time. You've got to stick with me. You'll do it, won't
you, Lau.ra?" H e tried to dismiss the subject.
"How much time, Joe? How much time? Hasn 't it taken long
enough already? I'm telling you, Joe, I'm at my wit's end just waiting and waiting. If only there was some hope, or some way of knowing when it would all be over."
"But Laura, I've told you I don't know how much longer it will
take. I'm as tired as you are of waiting."
"I wonder, Joe."
"What do you mean by that one?" he asked without moving his
lips.
"I wonder if maybe you haven't gotten so used to this place that
~
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you're beginning to like it. I think I could. No worries, no responsibilities; everything handed to you on a tray."
"Now you're talking silly. I won't even argue that on e."
Laura stopped suddenly. She h ad said too much. She blamed
herself severe! y.
Joe broke the silence. H e still wanted to hear about h is son and
said so.
"Like · I told you, he misse you all the time. You know Pete
Carney, don't you? Well, Pete got hurt too. Got his face all burned,
but he and his two boys are getting along just fine. Just the other
day Joe Jr. went with them to a ball ga me, and when he came back
he asked why you couldn't come home and play with him like
Pete does."
"Yeah?" Joe's voice went up the scale. H e reflected a moment and
continued, "You seemed worried a bout the kid, though. Anything
ailing him, Laura?"
'Til give it to you straight, Joe. There's nothing wrong with him
~hat seeing you won't cure in a hurry. The doctor said so."
"Doctor? Say, how about telling me all that goes on at home?"
Laura looked at her watch.
"Sorry, Joe. I've got to catch a train. W e do all right at home,
but we need you. Pl ease, darling, make it soon."
And before Joe could recover enough to speak she had kissed him
hurriedly and was already out in the corridor.
Joe pounded his fist against the mattress and cursed bitterly to
himself. "Haven't seen her for two years, and all she can talk about
seems to be how tough she has it. Ge t your leg cut off, Joe dear,
and hurry home. Aaaah, nuts. I'm staying right here. No one is
going to cut off this leg."
Joe simmered for a while before his anger burned out. His mind
turned to other channels. "Pete Carney," he though half leisurely,
half resentfully. "That burns me, him taking Joe to ball games.
Where does Laura get off, letting him go? I never knew Pete
was hurt though. Face all burned. Tough. I'd like to see Joe
again, I'll bet h e's quite a kid. I've got to get out of here. I wonder
how it would be to have this leg taken off? I wonder. Guess I'll
talk it over with the doc in the morning."
Joe slept little that night for thinking about Laura and what
she had said.
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Next morning right after breakfast Captain Thomas, the ward
officer, came in to make his rounds.
"Le t's you a nd me have a talk, Captain," began Joe in a forthright manner.
"OK. what's on yo ur mind, Joe?"
"What's the story on this leg? How good will it be when and if
it ever gets well?"
"Joe, you know as well as I do that it isn't going to do you any
good to lie .aro~ nd in bed .. The longer yo u keep from using that leg
the worse It wdl be. You d probably have a stiff knee the rest of
your life. You see, ":hen you'd get out of traction you would go into
a cast and by the tune you got out your leg would be so stiff that
it would never get back to normal. But until we can clear up that
osteo there isn't a chance of your getting out of bed. The bone
just won't heal."
"How soon would it be if the leg were cut off?"
"I can't promise, Joe, but if all went well you should be able to
go home on a furlough in about a month. It would be a year before
you could wear a prosthesis."
'Til make you a bet, Captain. You cut it off and I'll be ready
for a furlough in two weeks. Where l come from we do things fast.
Is it a bet?"
"Bet, Joe." The Captain looked at Joe quizzically, but managed
somehow to maintain his equanimity. Joe asking for an amputation.
Definitely hard to believe.
The operation was scheduled for the following Thursday after
a meeting of the amputation board. There were such preoperative
measures as anti-tetanus shot, additional X-rays and kidding.
There was always kidding, especially when one of the patients
was going to surgery. The jockeys had a field day then.
"Hey, Joe, what do you want us to tell Laura if you don't come
back?"
"Why don't you comb the hayseeds out of your hair and start
a golf course, you rube?" Joe would riposte.
"Hey, Joe, I'll bet she's already looking through the catalogue
to see how she can spend your insurance."
"Catalogue? We live in town-not out in East Dogpatch or wherever you're from. We even wore shoes before we got in the army,
you sod-buster."
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And so it went. Thursday morning the two "Butcher boys" came
with a blanket-covered litter for Joe to take him to surgery. Ther
was a last minute flurry of jokes and insults passed in Joe's direc~
tion . Then he was off for the great adventure ... .
The shot of morphine was beginning to take effect now. A cloud
seemed to float gently down and embrace him in its softness. His
head began to feel light. Relaxation seemed to peel the ou ter
layer of tension from him. Anyth ing seemed possible to hi m now. If
someone had suggested hi s jumping over a few buildings he would
h.ave registered only mild surprise. omeone was askin g his name.
Now they were turning him over on hi s side. There wa a splash
of something cold in the middle of his back. Felt like alcohol. A
s~arp needle caused momentary pain. Then a dull se nsation. The
dullness spread. The lower half of his body seemed detached, like
a dead weight, uncon trollable. He could no t move from the hips
down. No sensation. Only a dull numbness. Now it reached his toes.
H e tried to wiggle them . For a mome.nt h e ~o n ce ntra ted on it. Th ey
wouldn't move at all. H e began to stt up 111 alarm, but a soo thing
voice took his mind away from all fear. The a naesthetist put a cuff
around his upper arm. The litter moved again, and h e h eard someone say "H ere in room three." Then they were liftin g him ever so
gently. Overhead was a strange shape, indistinct, a nd yet he could
see mirrors. The doctor came into the room now, his hands folded
in a towel. H e was dressed shapelessly in a gown, and on his face
was a mask. Joe was about to speak, but rea lized tha t h e had a mask
over his own face. H e didn 't want to talk a nyw ay. If h e could just
Jje there forever, he didn 't care if th ey cut off both his legs. A curtain
was put in front of his face. Something like hot water seemed to be
running over his leg. H e looked up and aw the doctor. Then he
went to sleep.
H e awoke in strange surroundings, for here there were no
jungles of ropes and splint. But surely th ey hadn't taken his leg off.
He could still feel it there just as plain as ever. He raised himself up
to look at his foot. H e felt off balance. The foot wasn't there. There
was no bulge in the covers where it should have been. H ey, what
was going on h ere?
He turned his head and looked into the eyes- those dark purpl e
eyes of Laura's. And Laura wasn't alone. With h er was a carboncopy of the man in the bed.
14

FIRS1' MOMENT OF MEETING
'']\1"om, Dad's awake now. l s it all right if 1 kiss him?"
11 they were all three in each other' arms, and Laura was
telling Little Joe not t~ hurt D_ad's leg. Joe wa telling them both
that no one could hurt it. H e didn ' t have it anymore.
x t day Joe bega n to call for some crutches, an d he could
hardly be kept in bed until the stitches were removed a week later.
Laura had gotten a small apartment near the hospital. She and
Joe Jr. spen t every possible momen t with Joe. Finally, the day
earn
w h en the doctor walked through the ward during visiting
hou r and sugges ted to J oe that he take a thirty-day furlough. He
wotdd need at least one more operation before he could wear a
pros thesis and could spend the thirty days at home to good advantage.
Jo e was bur ting with his old pride as he introduced Laura and
Littl Joe.
"You know, Captain, J oe here tell m that he wants a kid
brother like Pe te Carney's kid has. Wh at do you suppose I can do
abou t that?"
"Well, ah, it would take time, .Joe," th e Captain said. His face
redd ned slightly. "It would take time."
Laura bega n to say something, but felt too embarrassed by Joe's
sangu in e approach. Joe Jr. saved _the day after _a fashion.
"Make him a bet, Dad. Tell h11n you do thmgs fast where we
come from."
And all Joe could say was, "That's my boy, Doc, tha t's my boy."

rn
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Does Mani Walk Here?
By Germain Grisez

I

pages of Eur~pean literature_ there is a ~pi:it, a spirit who
has slipped softly w and taken h1s p lace as 1f lt were his own
home. This stealthy shape is the spirit of Mani or Manichaeism.
Does this proposal seem strange? Strange, yes, but true nevertheless,
claims Denis de Rougemont in his book, Love in the Western
World.
Without entirely accepting de Rougemont's theory, or adopting
his development of it, let us see if we cannot find some indications
of this spirit in English literature, specifically in the poetical works
of Keats, Byron, and Shelley.
Manichaeism is a heresy which teaches substantial dualism, and
among its tenets are the following: God, being Good, cannot have
been the author of evil, but matter is in itself evil; God cannot
therefore have been the author of matter; there must exist a subsisting principle of evil who is the creator of matter, including the
world and the human body; man is a fallen angel prisoned in the
evil matter of the body; there are two classes of Christians, the mere
believers and the perfect; th e perfect completely renounce material
things including the sacraments; only the mere believer may
further enslave themselves to matter by marrying.
These teachings are clearly in conflict with the true doctrine of
the Catholic Church: the world is not in itself evil, nor is anything in itself evil; evil is not a sub tantial being but the privation
of perfection which ought to be present; God is the sole creator;
man is not a fallen angel and his body is natural to him; all
should avail themselves of the sacraments; any Christian, barring
impediments, may marry.
It may easily be seen how insidious and how pernicious is the
false Manichaean doctrine, particularly when it is used as a basis for
N THE
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moral action. At the begi~ning it would ask renunciation of all
tter and of fleshly appetttes, and wou ld crave death and th
ma
..
S . . fU .
ence
mversal Good and the true spiritual
nion between the putt o
u ture of the individual." There could be no contentment unt'l
~~is passion were ~ulfilled, for man wo_uld be living in an unnatur~l
thef Mantchaean might take guidanc e
sta te unti l that tllne. H
. ere
.
[rom the pseudo-mysttctsm o the East and from neo-Platonic
philosophy.
.
.
.
As a res_ult of such_ a n _tmpo~stble pro~ra1~, however, we might
expect a vwle n~ rea~t10~ m whtch the pr_mCJ~le of dualism would
be u ed as a ratwnahzatJOn of personal evtl-domg. And, in fact, this
is what occurred. Blind passion and "free love" are excu ed on the
round that they are m erely the result of human nature and that
~ an is in no way responsible for his evil actions, because half of
him is the crea ture of the princirle of evil.
Now the fact is that divine grace ~ffers ~very man the opportunity to be saved from the results of sm whtch was his own "creation"; thus no man lives who has not the possibility of being saved.
De Rougemont claims tha t the crushing of the Manichaean heresy
did not spell finis to its prin ciples; indeed we know of several other
strikingly similar h eresies, among which we may mention Catharism and Prisci llianism. But beyond this, he claims that the spirit
of Mani was assumed into literature by the instrumentality of the
roman tic myths and the songs of the trou badors. H e considers the
legend of Tristram a nd Isolde to be the outstan ding example of the
primary infiltra tion .
Here we have a case in which passionate love is rationalized, in
which the main characters love not one another but merely being
in love (they love love itself), in which they sin but cannot repent
since they are not gu ilty, in which they confess but do not want
forgiveness or amendment. H ere chastity is glorified but not practiced, and the joy in the pain of separation is finally achieved
perfectly in death which is the real object of the passion.
Thus does de R o ugemont analyze Tristram and Isolde, and it is
obvious to us that this is, if his analysis be correct, a weird conglomeration of the primary and reactive practices of Manichaeism. It
is also obvious that the love in our poetry is to a great extent of.
this type. Oscar Wilde's "Every man kills the thing he loves" and
Shakespeare's Romeo and juliet fall neatly into this pattern.

1
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It is not our purpose here to pass judgment on the poets in whose
works evidences of the spiri t of Mani appear, nor to judge the
works themselves as productions of art, nor are we attempting to
establish a causal relationshjp between the Manichaean heresy and
its vestiges in literature. Our purpose here is merely to point out
passages in the poetry of Keats, Byron, and Shelley which seem to
reflect Manichaeism in literature as we have seen it interpreted.
In stanzas seventy-two to seventy-four in the third canto of
Byron's Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, we find the following lines:
. . . I can see
Nothing to loathe in nature, save to be
A link reluctant in a fleshly chain,
Classed among creatures, . ..
Byron con tinu es to expound a theory of pantheism in which he
identifies all spirit with The Spirit. Manichaean pantheism would
hold that only the principle of evi l creates while good things
emanate directly from the substance of the principle of good.
Clearly here, however, he h as espoused Manichaean doctrines, in
placing the body and creatures in the class of things to be despised.
I look upon the peopled desert past,
As on a place of agony and strife,
Where, for some si n, to sorrow I was cas t,
To act and suffer, . ..
Here is the typical doctrin e that man is a fallen angel, impriso ned
in matter.
And when, at length, the mind shall be all free
From what it hates in this degraded form,
Reft of its carnal life, . . .
And dust is as it should be, . ..
This is a reiteration of what has gone before.
In the same poet's "Euthanasia" we find the theme of the passion
for death, and the hate of life, as the poet aspires "To be the nothing that I wasjEre born to life a nd living woe!" Clearly, "nothing"
cannot be taken here in a metaphysical sense, for it would be impossible to be nothing or to have been nothing, in that sense. This
is evidently some more of Byron's pantheism with which we are
not primarily concerned. As for their Manichaean traits, the lines
speak for themselves.
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At the opening of the seventh canto of the tale, "Mazeppa," also
by Byron, we find a rationalization of free love placed in the
rnouth of o~e of t_he c~.aracters_: ·:But all men are not born to reign,;
Or o'er the1r passiOns; and th1s IS clearly the same argumen t as that
f Manichaeism's reactive movement. A few lines later love is
"In sooth, it is. a happy doom," and what could be more
characteristic of the Man1chaean's conception of earthly love?
This same thought is found in Shelley's "Epipsychidion" where
the poet in lines 596-598. commissions his "Weak Verses" to go
and "kneel at your Sovereign's feet," saying: "'Love's very pain is
sweet.' "

~escribed:

Again in Shelley's "Song, Spirit of Delight" we fi nd the very words
with which de Rougemo nt analyzes the passion of Tristram and
Isolde, "I love Love-'' and it is perfectly safe to assume that the
capitalizing ~f the second "love" does not mean that it is God whom
he is addresswg.
In the "Invocation to Misery" we find an espousal to "Desolation
- deified" and h ere we may take note of the use of the symbolism of
passionate love to denote the soul's embracing of misery:
Hasten to the bridal bedUnderneath the grave 'tis spread:
In darkness may our love be hid,
Oblivion be our coverlidWe may res t, and none forbid .
Here the influence is more on the symbolism, it would seem, than
on the meaning.
But not so in our final example from Shelley. In the "Lines"
beginning "When the lamp is shattered," we find the poet enquiring of love: "Why choose you the frailestjFor your cradle,
your home, and your bier?" The interes~ing idea in this ~assage is
that it is love who chooses whom she will attack, and th1s merely
ano ther way of saying that man cannot possibly resist her, that
he is smi tten and is lost.
The opposition of day to night, of light to darkness bears a
significance which cannot fail to reach us in Keats's "Song of
Opposites":
Muses bright, and muses pale,
Bare your faces of the veil;
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Let me see; a nd let me write
Of the day, a nd of the nightBoth together:- let me slake
All my thirst for swee t h eart-ache!
Such Jove of p ain, such desire to reach to both the light and the
dark, presup poses by th e lover the reality of pain and of darkness.
Granted that this may be merely a mann er of speaking, what can
be said of the line: "Dea th is li fe 's high meed," that will save it
from the passion for dea th which de Rougemont points out so
clearly in Tristram and Isolde?
Also among Keats's works we find "The Eve of St. Agnes" which
is interesting for the fact that although the maiden's chastity is
maintained, it is apparently merely by a mischance. T h e linking of
pseudo-religious superstition with passionate love, the careful preservation of a physical chastity which has already been mentally
abandoned, and the purported origin in an ancient legend-all
these point to the Catharism of the troubadors, who built their
heresy on Manichaean principles.
It is clear from this that Manichaeism h as infected the work of
Byron, Shelley, an d Keats a t least in some degree, the evidences
being clearest in Byron and most difficult to point out distinctly in
Kea ts.
Of course, it will be objected that one ought not take such deep
meanings out of a few lines of imagery. To this it is answered that
the images of poetry must co nvey some meaning beyond the emotion tha t they are intended to carry, even in the purest lyri c; otherwise it would be unnecessary to have any intelligible unity in poetry,
and poetry would become merely a succession of wholly meaningless
words.
It seems only reasonable to conclude then that, while the poets
whose works we have considered here were not self-declared Manichaeans, and while they might not have subscribed to any of the
doctrin es of that heresy directly, they n evertheless were somehow
infh:~ e nced by a veiled spirit who has slipped stealthily into their
productions.
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The American Catholic College Student
and International Understanding
By Terence Martin
of the present day has
I accomplished nothmg else, Itcivilization
has made the United States into
F THE

hi~h-geared, whirlwin~

a country of h ead lin e readers. Blazing across the top of our country's newspapers each day is the con densation, the essence, as it
were, of the most important event of the preceding twenty-four
hours. Pre sed for time, many Americans satisfy their intell ects with
a hasty glance at these chosen words. Frequently, the news is local,
or perhaps an event in the world of sports has elbowed its way onto
the front page. More often of late, however, the headline con notes
news of international import. A farmer in Iowa learns that Count
Bernadotte has been slain. A ashville postman becomes aware that
Russia is eyeing th e Middle East. A New York subway rider, swaying from a strap, is informed by a nearby newspaper that China
faces a famine.
What do h eadlines mean to these people? Arc they announcements of events unique in the history of the world? Or do they
recall a whole series of analogous historical occurrences, and inspire
the reader to devour the article beneath? Without risking undue
pessimism, it is probably safe to say that these headline are, and
remain, unfamiliar and uninteresting to the average reader. For the
one-world concept is a product of twentieth-century science. Only
in the last generation have oceans ceased to be barriers. Scientific
discovery, the product of a few gifted men, has progressed so rapidly
that, while it has given much to mankind in the material order, it
has caught great masses of people unprepared by its effects. Consequently, our civilization is quite out of proportion, materially advanced, but intellectually groping. The contemporary history of
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the world has been br?ught to each and every American doorstep,
and the American natiOn as a whole does not know how to receive
its new visitor. Resulting from this unpreparedness is an age of
superficial knowledge.
And what of Catholics in the United States? Does the fact that
theirs is a universal Church place them in a position more advantageous relative to the understanding of international affairs?
Let us prescind from the answer to this question, and agree that
the great majority of Catholics in the United States have forfeited
any advantages which they might have possessed by reason of having
lost sight of u~i_ve~sality, the trademark. of. the~r C_hurch. To help
combat superflClahty of knowledge, to a1d m nghtmg a disproportionate culture, American Catholics in the various walks of life must
broaden their concept of the Church, must take steps of preparation,
and finally, of action.
Since it would be a practical impossibility to discuss here and
now the manner in which each and every American Catholic could
cope personally with international affairs, let us confine ourselves
to a consideration of a small segment of American Catholicism: the
American Catholic college student. In thus confining ourselves, we
shall be making our examination serve a double purpose, for the
Catholic college students of today are the Catholic citizens of tomorrow. Thus, while their influence today is especially among students, tomorrow it will pervade the entire population of the world.
The principle of Catholic Action that like influences like is thui
seen to grow from students influencing students to former students
influencing all. Moreover, we shall see that the temporal order is
also served, for, more than anything else, the United States stands
in need of a coming generation equipped with critical minds, men
and women who intellectually project themselves through appearances and grasp the underlying realities, men and women of the
twentieth century who understand the world in which they live.
Since the function of a college is primarily preparatory, let us
in our discussion concentrate on the opportunities offered by the
Catholic college to its students in preparation for international
understanding.
There are undoubtedly many Catholic college students who are
interested in understanding the affairs of today's world. To them
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it is rnore tha n likely a tern p ta tion to rush blindly into the maeltrom and attempt to grasp everything immediately, but there are
prerequi sites to u ch a _s tep, tools,_a it were, by means of which
the facts may more eas il y be oh ta w ed and, once obtained, understood. Fortun a tely, ever y Catholic college student has the opportunity to take advantage of these tools.
Among t~e foremost o~ these ~~erequis i tes is a kn owledge and
understandmg of the affa1rs, tradJtwn s, and prin ciples of our own
country; for without this_as a s t~ rtin g ~oint,_ it would be virtually
impossible to evalu a te mt_ern at10n al snuatwns which affect the
welfare of all. One cannot JUdge others if he does not know where
he himself sta nds. Thus, the student must steep himself in the hiswry of the United States, mu st study the foundations upon which
this country h as bee n built, and derive a judicious idea as to what is
and what is not suitable for the present day United States. This
study should not be condu cted for the purpose of whitewashing
the history of our country, nor in an attempt to construct a system of morality from the deeds of the past, but rather to obtain the
facts, to become aware that our history is often just as questionable with regard to morality as is that of other nations, and to
distinguish true patriotism from false jingoism. Not until the student has taken advantage of the opportunities of delving into these
matters is he prepared to embark on his quest to understand the
affairs of the world.
From among the subj ects offered at his or her particular college
the interested Catholic student can draw many lessons, which, when
applied, shed much light on international affairs. To illustrate,
Jet us examine the benefits to be derived from courses in literature,
philosophy, history, and religion.
To study the literature of a country is to know what that country
is thinking. And to know wh at a country is thinking is to know
how that country will act. These psychological axioms explain the
significance of li terature in the fi eld of international understanding.
From the literature of a n ation, it is possible to discover what that
nation thinks of man, of the state, of God, and of the relation between them. Periods of transition, confusion, and expansion, as well
as the germs of revolution, are often mirrored in contemporary
writings. For man, though a free, rational creature, is a product
of the age in which he lives. The ideas prevailing in a society will
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find outlet in the p ens of the writers of tha t society. Excep tions
exist, it is tr ue, _but. th~se frequently clarify the pictu:e by satirizing
conditions or w stttutlons generally extolled. Th1s the student
should keep in mind as. h e_studies the litera t~re of any country,
for literature cannot ex1st 111 a vacuum. I t ts the product of a
particular culture, a nd this cul ture is often the key to the understanding of a people.
By mea ns of the litera ture departm~~ts in all Catholic colleges,
the student is offered untold op portumt1es to progress toward interna tional understanding. Formal instr uction acts as a guide and
points the way, but it is the responsibility of the student himself
to grasp the underlying signiftcances a nd fit them into his pattern of
understa nding. Scarcely any other meth od of examining the culture
of a country is as accessible. Once understood, this cul ture deepens
one's knowledge of a people, a nd p ermits one to evaluate their
actions with a far more intensive appreciation.
Philosophy, the q ueen of sciences, i a key to the understanding
of all crea tion, and, as such, is essen tial to o ne seeking to form an
u nderstanding of world affairs. The in terpretation of these affairs,
however, is dependent upon the p ar ticul ar p hilosophy wh ich one
a pplies. To a pragmatist the test of goodness or badness is workabili ty. A thing works; therefore it m ust be good. Means are never
called in to q uestion. If the extermination of half the world's population would achieve the goal of world p eace, the true pragmatist
would subscribe to such a p lan. U tility is God, and any form of an
absolute is unknown. Somewh at different would be the interpretation of the determinist. On the premise tha t man is not a free
creature, h e would find the causes of man's actions totally outside
himself. T hus, the determinist asser ts tha t ma n cannot regulate his
own affairs. Other erroneous in terpreta tions would result from
pa ntheism, skepticism, or a ny one of a number of other false
philosophies.
H appily, the Catholic college student is guided through this
maze of error, a nd is p resented with tr uths in accorda nce with the
nature of ma n. O nce mastered, these tr uths are a basic criteria
which may be applied throughout th e whole of life to the actions
and beliefs of individuals a nd of states; for the actions of a state can
be understood properly only in the light of the philosophy held
by that sta te. An obvious example in the contemporary world is
24
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eommunism , a revolutio n ary philosophy and world force which
threatens to e ngulf all, lar~ely because rela tively few persons have
taken the tro uble to kn ow 1t for ·wh a t it really is. Political actions
taken by a Co mmunist sta te must be understood in reference to
the philoso phy of Communism, or else not be understood a t all.
The head line reader wo nders why the United Sta tes a nd Russia
cannot form equitable agreeme nts a nd live toge ther in a peaceful world. The stude nt of world affa irs, however, recognizes th e difficulties entailed b y su ch a view, d ifficulties which exi st beca use Co mmunism does not d esin~ pe~ce. I-:Ie sees the two ideas as in co mpa tible
because the Commumst I S gtncled by a p h ilosoph y which, after
denying the spiritua l order and admitting only the ex i ten ce of
matter, asserts th at matter is inherently revolu tionary. T hus, since
every thing is matter, everything is revolu ti onary; a nd p eace becomes an impossibili ty to the Communist.
Knowi ng thi s and o ther te ne t of Commu nism, the stu de nt of intern ation al affairs will no t b e misled by appearances or terms, bu t
will be a ble to di stin gu ish Commu nist party-lin e activities, both
at home a nd a b road, fo r wh a t th ey actu ally are. This is bu t one example of th e indefinite nu mber of uses to whi ch a knowledge of
philosophy m ay b e put by the Ca tholic college student in his attempt to ar rive a t interna tion al understa nding.
Pervadi ng the various ch a nn els to a n understanding of intern ational affairs is the study of history. Philosophy, li tera ture, a nd especially the study of the backgrounds of the U nited Sta tes all h ave
their historical asp ects. The aim of the student in studying history
should be a better unders ta nding of the present in the light of
the pas t. History should serve society as memory serves the individual. To the stude nt historia n h eadlines should not signify
unique events, b ut ra ther recall to mind an alogous situa ti ons of
the past.
There h ave b ee n those who have ridiculed the teach ing of history
on the ground tha t a knowledge of p as t actu ality h as no bearing
on co ntempor a ry life. The fa llacy in this sta tement, however, lies
in the fact tha t huma n beings have always been esse ntially the
same. Consequently, their action s have always been essentially alike.
As such it is quite evident that a study of the p ast would p rove
instructive in the present, and tha t ignorance of the past could
possibly contribute to an individual or a nation making the same
25
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mistakes again. An analogous, though more particu larized, situation can be fo und in th e fields of law a nd medicine, where past
case histories are studied as a matter of course before the work at
ha nd is a ttempted. And, just as no doctor or lawyer will remain in
ignorance if the opportuni ty is offered of ga inin g knowledge of
pertinent pas t cases, so no stud ent with the opportunity at hand
should remain ignora nt of the p ast which is so vitally important
for an understandin g of the present.
It should be borne in mind by the student tha t litera ture, philosophy, and his tory are aspec ts of truth, a nd are sep ara ted in the
colleges merely to facilita te study. ·w hen o ne inves tiga tes international situa tions, the truths of all m ust be applied constantly. For
example, a knowledge of the various false philosophies entails a
knowledge of h is tory, while in the study of history there is an
epistemological problem regarding certitude which is solved by the
application of philosophic principles. Litera ture, too, implies the
interdependence of truth, for litera ture should be subj ected to the
standards of ethics, while the history of litera ture is also of great
importance. Above all, however, the Ca tholic college student should
never Jose sight of a truth tha t is formally taught in the religion
courses of all Catholic colleges: the truth of the Mystical Body of
Christ.
From among the truths presented in religion courses, the doctrine
of the Mys tical Body appears to h ave the most far reaching import
in the fi eld of internation al understa nding. A firm grasp of this
doctrin e is indispensable if the Ca tholic student is to form a rounded understanding of intern ational affairs. The staggering fact that
Catholics throughout the world are interdep endent, that they have
a real relationship with Christ as the h ead, should pervade and
transcend other truths and constantly be kept in mind. It is the one
note of universality in the world of today, and the Catholic student
should take advantage of the fact that it is his heritage by using
it to acquire a deep er and truer understanding of p eople throughout
the world.

To complement his formal and informal study on the matter of
international understanding, the student should not hesitate to take
steps of a practical nature. H e should recognize the tremendous
advantage of group activity and become active in organizations
striving for such understanding. Indeed, it would be a serious mis-
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New Priest's Song
By Father Nicholas Horvath

Father Nicholas Horvath came to the United States three years ago from
his native Hungary. Before his arrival he studied English for about four
months. And now here is his first poem- in English!:

The dream of dreams did finally come trueMy palms sweet fragrance emanate of oil
As God to be His friend anointed me,
Making me calm in all worldly turmoil.
To bring joy, help the poor and lonesome sick,
My feet that slowly walked the lazy way
ow start to hurry, getting strength from Him
Whose envoy I became this holy day.
My brow, that forehead sad, worried before,
Is radiant now, smooth, as well you see,
Since peace descended- what this world can't give,
The peace of God, tranquil- today on me.
My priestly lips were also cleansed by Him;
With hy sop cleansed He; burning as it was
It made me good to sing the hymn to all,
The song of love, love, real, without bias
Which does embrace the yellow, black alike
And means them blessed freedom none can seizeWhich sings of peace that needs no seal, no pact
Springing of Him, who is Himself the Peace.
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I sing the Christ for them who know it all
ot knowing yet the tears of sinning soul; '
To those who never had great books of lore
Goes, too, my song, although they know the goal
Our poor, contingent life should really have.
I also sing to them who hate the light,
Hating me, too, the combatant of peaceMy foes, my friends, I beg you, fear my might;
Against my bombs you cannot find defense,
My atom-bombs are made of mercy, grace!
Listen to me, listen then, Prague, Paris,
ew York, great Moscow, London, every place!
Oh hear my song, its flight cannot be stopped,
It has to reach to every parliament,
To hovels, prisons, homes, hotels, and inns,
Telling the n ws, so strange, magnificentSo new, yet old, which I now have to spread,
Heralding it: our Father is common
In high heaven; now take my friends that word
And take my heart, my eyes, and put upon
Me all the load you find heavy, too great;
You see, I am no more my own, no more ...
At dawn today I gave myself to you:
The only way I can your life restore!
And I today became like stained glass
Through which the golden rays of God can gleam;
And now I am the hymn of bells that blend
With sweet angelic tunes, serving at Mass;
My hymn is full with joy of splendid beam
Of coming spring that will not have an end!
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are all aids to completing the practical side of the picture. With th
tools well in hand, the American Catholic student can leave co~
lege, promote both the spiritual and temporal orders, and face the
headlines of tomorrow with the assurance that he will know and
understand the implications behind them.

EDITOR's Non:: Mr. Martin's essay was awarded fourth prize in the 1949
Intercollegiate Essay Contest among Jesuit schools in the Chicago and
Missouri provinces.
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Hart Crane's Voyage
By Richard Loomis
E of Hart Crane's minor lyrics has to do with the immense
danger that attends bei ng a chi ld. It is "Voyages I," the literal
content of which is this: Some boys, poorly dressed but colorful,
play on the seashore, hunting for shells; their high, thin cries are
answered by the roar of the sea and the almost audible violence of
the sun's heat; the poet, watching them, imagines himself addressing them, warning them not to go too near the water lest they be
drowned in the ugly parts of the sea which he personifies as a
woman whose caresses are deadly.
The poem has a force and a liveliness that make it attractive, but
here I should like to consider especially the urgency of the last line,
"The bottom of the sea is cruel," and the source of that urgency
in Crane's life and historical location.
Hart Crane was writing poetry from the time of the first World
War to the depths of the Depression, when he committed suicide.
He was reared in Cleveland, the only child of divorced paren ts. He
did not attend college, but after high school he went to New York
to live with a painter who was a friend of his parents. In the years
that followed, Crane moved restlessly about, ordinarily supporting
himself by working in advertising agencies. For a time he was employed in his father's candy business, but mutual distrust and antagonism kept the father and son apart during most of Crane's
adult life. Crane's father was genuinely distressed that his son
should be a poet and not a plain, comprehensible business man.
Crane, in turn, regarded his father with the scorn of the romanticist
for the philistine and with the fear of a guilty child for its parentthe fear of a sexual invert for his h ard-shelled, bullying fat her. His
relationship with his mother was ambiguous; when he was young,
he took her side against his father, but towards the end of his life

Q
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he turned against her rather violentl y, blaming her for his own
emotional collapse.
In an upper story of the Crane home in Cleveland, young Ha
had to himself a tower room which was his Bohemia n retreat;
he would invite his few friends to spend long, nervous hours Ji tet.
ing to records, speaking rebelli ous words against the middle-cla:s
restraints, occasionally drink_ing be_er or wine. C~ane liked to imagil1e
that the en thusiasm th at setzed hun at these tt mes was Platonic-~a
reliable, if extraordinary, creative nergy. As he grew older, lie
came more and more to depend on liquor and sens ual indulgenee
to excite him to the fever and pitch of writing.

he:;

Crane was a Whitmanesqu e ro mantic. It i com mon to regard
roma lllicism as simply a reaction against the stifling wilt of rational.
ism ; it is that, of course, but in a noth r sense it is a fulfillment ~f
ration alism. The principal effect of rationalism was to strip the uni.
verse of personality, to make of it a huge but tidy machine. In such
a universe man's task was to win for himseH self-respecting secur.
ity. Th e attitude of the en lightened rationalist was opposed to tlte
barbarous and medieval bel ief th a t man 's chi ef concern should be
to sacrifi ce his worldly security fo r the love of a personal God, to
suffer present ills patiently in the a nticipa tio n of future glory, and
to kill by humility the self-respect of a son of Adam. The rationalist
cyn icall y denied that self-sacrifice and glory, h eroism and sanctity
had a part in the daily life of men ; earnestly and in the common
sense manner of Benjamin Franklin he believed that in his worldly
affair man was a nd ought to be motiva ted by nothing more noble
and precious tha n enlightened elf-interest. He was no t, however,
only a cynic; hi very belief that man cou ld safely a nd honorably
pursue his self-interest to the practical excl usion of other motiv~
made him a sentimentalist. Sentimentalism and cyn icism are only
two sides of the same co in: the jaded h eart and m ind of a prOI..\d
man. The sentimentalist is one who serio usly and cynically doubts
the reality of any being o utside of himself to whom he might O\\Te
affection and obedience. Since he cannot direct his love towards a
person other than himself (for no other exists with an importar1 t
claim on him), he enjoys his emo tions for their own sake, turnirtg
them back on himself like Narcissus a nd hating the world in ord~r
to pity himself.
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In a word, the rationalist takes hi · love away from every exterior
object; after he has held his love, like his breath, long enough, he
recklessly bestows his love on himself, and then we call him a
romanticist.
It is necessary to un_d~rsta~d the parent-child relationship of
rationalism and roman l!Clsm m order to appreciate Hart Crane's
response to the world of the twentieth century and it machine .
Crane felt a certain repugnance for the machine, but on reflection,
he was honestly convinced that the machine was a good servant of
man which deserved respectful treatment by poets. As a matter of
fact, the failure of Crane's most important poem, "The Bridge,"
can be partly attributed to his attempt to give to the Brooklyn
Bridge a meaning and value that it never possessed. The function
of the poet is to discover a nd reproduce meaning, not to attach
meaning to an empty reality, like icing to an indigestible cake.
Crane was pitifully co n trained because he could not believe in his
own symbols.
Somewhere in his notes, Franz Kafka wrote:
To believe means to liberate the indestructible in oneself, or rather, to libera te oneself, or rather, to be indestructible, or rather, to be. My failure ... is attributable
.. . to the lack of footing, of air, of authority. A delicate
task, a walking on tip-toe over a brittle plank that serves
as a bridge; having nothing under one's feet, with one's
feet raking together a plank to walk on; walking on nothing but one's own refl ection seen in the water below, while
holding the world with o ne's feet so that it doesn't fall
apart; clenching one's hands in midair merely to help one
bear the strain . .. My life has been spent in restraining
myself lest I smash it to bits.
Kafka speaks h ere of that which was devised by Cartesian rationalism and only ratified by the romantic solipsists: the Rat, wicked
separation of reality and the mind of man- of reality and the h eart
of man. '\.Yhen a man has come to think that the world has no loveliness, that there is no one there whom he ca n love, he must fight,
patient and solemn in his anguish, to keep his love from swinging
terribly back on himself. H e clare not become a fair, nodding
sentimentalist, lest self-pity impel him to frenzy and suicide. TherP.·
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iore Kafka kept fast hold of the very irony and detachment and
doubt tha t were picking apart his soul.
Crane was shaken by a imilar dilemma. In an impersonal universe the poet is anonymous and irresponsible, in cl ined to believe
that he is self-existen t and possibly a legitima te re-creator of the
world. Because the universe is impersonal, he can not speak to it
or fondly get in touch with it. To put his lonelin e ·s at rest, he
endeavors to "person ali ze" the universe, to make it be more and
more what he would like it to be-his delightful home, a place of
solace .and peace. He is not only trying to recover P aradise; he is
tryi ng to make the universe a part of himself. Like Narcissus he
imprints his own image on th e world and falls in love with it.
But at the last he must admit that hi s re-creation of the world
is a fake, an imposition. H e is left with a frowzy, tedious world
that does not know him, and he discovers tha t it is painful and
terrifying to be without a name.
The poet's sentimental desire to personalize the universe is
essentially a desire to become a child again. H ere we can speak
more directly of our subject, Crane's attitude toward childhood
and the sea.
Th e rationalist erected for himself an eco nom y propelled by
cupidity and pride (those two in exhaustible, rich springs of human
activity) which would supply the demands of men with as much
effici ency as se lfish men cooperating for a selfish interes t could
achieve. Such an economy imposed on men the strictest of dea dening inhibitions, requiring that they eliminate their per onality
from their busin ess activity in order tha t the dema nds of the consumer might be satisfied as swiftly and mechanically as possible.
This mechanical system, reducing man to a silly toy device that supplies demands in order to demand supplies, is certainly man's most
elaborate attempt to escape the dreadful burden of r esponsibility, to
live automatically like a bland, untroubled animal unconscious of
the vast supernatural repercussions of every huma n ac t.
Unfortunately, but not inexplicably, the children of the ratiOJ1alists were spoiled: their demands had been supplied too regularly
and too solicitously. The sentimentalist is such a spoiled child. He
desires the freedom and innocence of childhood (that is, the hectic
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'rresponsibility of an unwatched Narcissus) and peace (that i, the
:mothering, savage sleep of animal satiety) .
It is this sentimentalism, with its treacherous freedom a nd peace,
which Hart Crane rej ects with such urgency in "Voyages J." He
ities the helpless condition of the boys playing on the beach (who
lucky rather than free, sin ce they have so little control over
themselves or their fortunes) ; and with ex hau tion and bitterness
in his voice he damns the ea-£01· the sea is a mother who pitilessly
spoils her children.

~re

Hart Crane was not one like Kafka to stop still at a tricky point
of detachment from the world. Crane snatched at the world to make
it his own; but the world gave him only bits of itself, unkind
pleasures and weary excitations, and took back even these dead
fragments after they had lacerated him. Thereupon, self-pity came
by to swallow him up.
Ten years after he wrote "Voyages I," Hart Crane forgot his admonition regarding the sea. At the middle of an April day in 1932
he walked to the stern of a ship carrying him across the Caribbean
from Mexico to New York City. Without any trouble he jumped to
the bottom of the sea.
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William Cullen Bryant:
Literary Critic
By Terence Martin
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TO

attempt an evalua tion o f ·w illiam Cullen Bryant as a literary
_ critic is, perhaps, to leave oneself open to the charge of reading more into Bryant tha n is actually present in tha t author's writings. H omer has been subj ected to such treatment for centuries;
Shakespeare is so often a target that almost every psych ological
adva nce is found to be illustrated in his plays, more commonly in
the Tragedies. The acme of " new studies" into Shakespeare has
been reached in a recent introduction to a new edition of H amlet,
in which a study is made of H amlet's delay in revengi ng his father's
death as a ma nifesta tion of the O edipus complex. Is it now Bryant's
turn? Is tha t genteel poet to be disturbed in his eternal rest? Let
us fondly hope that the a nswer is n ega tive.
It would be possible to sweep the field clear of such charges by
appealing to Alexa nder Pop e. Pope claims tha t all possess the
"seeds of judgment." Bryant certainly must be included. The very
fact tha t he was a huma n being qualifies him as a literary critic.
But such a victory is too simp le. It ca nno t be appreciated . Greater
qualificatio ns are needed.
Oddly enough, these greater qualifications are found in Bryant
himself. A careful reading of his major works provides ample evidence that principles of literary criticism are contained therein.
True, they are not set forth as such, but neither did Plato write
books of logic, metaphysics, a nd ethics. Yet Pla to is often thought
of as a philosopher. Much of Brya nt's criticism is implicit in his
poetry; further principles ca n be found in the essay "On The
N a ture of Poetry." From these sources, it is possible to form a concept of Bryant as a literary criti c.
If this concept were to be characterized in one word, the most
appropriate word would seem to be modemtion. For Bryant does
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not run to extremes. Whether onsciously or not, he heeds the
words of Pope and hearkens to rules "discovered, not devis'd,"
thereby accepting reality as it is, rather than making it a product
of his own creation. Yet his critical theories are original, interesting, and happily refreshing; for they bring te light the principles of
a man who insists on the quality of universality, not only in his
poetry, but in his literary criticism as well. Many writers fail in
this respect: in that they neglect to apply their principles of literary
criticism to their literary criticism itself. But Bryant succeeds, and
throws us the anchor of an absolute by means of which we may
weather the extremes of critical tides.
Many critics have termed poetry an imitative art. Other arts thu
classified are painting and sculpturing. To Bryant, however, poetry
is not an imitative art in the same sense as are painting and sculp·
turing, but it is more of a suggestive art. An ideal line of poetry
should suggest uncounted visions to the mind of the reader.
In advancing this view, Bryant differs radically from Emerson,
who maintains that the suggestive use of words is the weakest, and
that words should not only describe but should be made one with
the objects which they represent. Fortunately, Bryant is too levelheaded to adopt either this view or, at the other extreme, the hypersubjective symbolism which forbids a word to acknowledge that it
is trying to denote anything.
The essence of poetry, however, is not the subjective usc of word ,
but rather the three-fold appeal to the imagination, the understanding, and the emotions. Poetry must possess this appeal to be poetry.
And pervading the appeal, bringing exit>tence, as it were, to the
essence of poetry, is the quality of universality. Without universality, the appeal remains unheard . The art process is abortive. \Vith
universality, the chords of the imagination, the understanding, and
the emotions are attuned to the poem; and the art process is carried
to its natural conclusion.
In the history of literary criticism, opinions regarding the difference between poetry and prose have varied widely, ranging from
those which contend that there is an essential difference, to those
which maintain that there is no difference at all. Bryant typically
takes a middle-of-the-road, moderate position, holding poetry distinct from prose by the use of "metrical harmony," and by the ex-
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elusion of all that is disgusting and trivial. Moreover, although
Bryant favors short, lyric poems, he does not beg the question as
does Poe when he defiantly declares that there is no such thing as a
long poem. In one respect, the opinion of Bryant on the matter is
more fearless than Poe's is supposed to be, for Poe seeks to take
critical pressure off his stand against long poems by elucidating a
gen ral principle which cannot be attacked on grounds of taste,
while Bryant allows his preference to tand relatively defenseless
and open to attack.
The luminous style, according to Bryant, differentiates between
an ordinary and a great poet. Majesty and clarity are the chief
characteristics of this style, which stamps a particularly beautiful
form on the matter of the poem. For style is form, and, though the
matter of the poem is constant, no two poets will endow this matter
with the same style or form. Thus, differences in style emerge, and
the poet who treats the matter majestically and clearly is ·aid to
possess the luminous style.
Other principles guiding Bryant throughout his wntwg are a
dislike for neo-classicism and novelities of expression, and a belief
that nature affords the best imagery for the poet. This latter thought
permeates Bryant's poetry, and we often find him professing attitudes toward nature strikingly similar to those of Wordsworth. In
his later poetry, a belief in the existence of a Supreme Power and of
a life to come seems to emerge from his study of nature, and it is
not without a struggle that Bryant escapes the pitfalls of pantheism.
Finally, let us examine more closely the absolute which Bryant
gives to us, to which we may return time and again to get our
bearings. In essence, this absolute is that poetry is bound by the
laws of ethics, that the use of an art form does not transcend the
moral order. This is the cornerstone of Bryant's literary criticism. It
is the universal law which pervades every tenet of that criticism,
and without which every tenet ·would fall into utter relativity. It is
this descent into relativity that Bryant is trying to avoid, for,
stripped of an absolute, all views become merely amorphous blobs of
thought. Shapeless and unmeasurable, they stand alone on the road
to chaos.
Bryant, then, is a critic w):w refuses to be lured by novelties and
extremes. Having the benefit of an absolute, he is content to re-
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rnain where he will always be in a pos1t10n to judge. Thus, his
views are moderate, though not archaic, for extreme would undermine the foundations of his critical edifice. It is as if Bryant heeds
the words of Pope, when that poet cautions the critic to
"Be not the first by whom the new are try'd,
Nor yet the last to lay the old aside."
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BRIEFLY NOTED
The Lion Tamer by Brian ?\JcMahon. Th e short-s tory is quite in
fashion again these days with such writers as O 'Faolain, Greene, and
Capote giving it atten tion; a nd this lates t collection from a seem .
ingly most fruitful breeding grou nd of the form-Ireland-is fully
up to the high standards of its rece nt compa nion s in the field. The
twenty-two tales printed h rc d al with simple themes a nd familiar
Irish types, and reveal a strong vein of poetic feeling in their
author, besides showing forth hi s co nsiderable powers of narration
and description. Although many of them treat of life's less pleasant
aspects, the stories arc written from a fundamentally hopeful view.
point, and are uniformly pleasing. "The ·w allfiower Woman" and
"Sing, Milo, Sing" may be mention ed as two of the bes t in the
group.
Point of No R etunt by John P . . [arqua nd. In his u ·ual cotnpc·
tent a nd engaging manner, ?vlr. Marquand continues in this novel
his slightly disillusioned survey of a section of America's upper
social strata; this time he uses as his exemplar, Charles Gray, a
banker in an average-sized city in 1fassachusetts, who is forced by
the materialistic co nditions of his environment to take certain measures to ensure the future security of his life that are personall y distasteful to him as a normally decent human being, but that arc
ones that must be performed by him if he is to survive in his station in life. In following the ·w orking out of Gray's problem, Marquand employs his usual quiet satire that sees many of the less admirable features of American culture in th eir proper li ght, but
that never becomes clouded by an unreasoning pessimism. More
thoughtful and better constructed than the average novel being
written today, this work is well worth any attention give n to it.
Versus by Ogden Nash. Anyone not acq u ainted wi th Ogden ash
(there should be few of these) can meet that remarkable soul most
profitably in thi s present volume of inimitable Nash lyrics. Perhaps because he has an ever-resilient spirit that continually bounds
up afresh through all the frustrations of modern life to emit it
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own peculiar and irrc ·istible brand of laughter, Nash seems quite
appropriate for this time. At any rate, h e is h ere again in collected
form a nd should not be neglected. His mordant reflections on such
diverse subjects as marriage, radio comm rcials, and the movies,
arrange d in a style th at is one of the most unique to be found, are
unfailingly witty, often hilarious, and should be enough to make
the most misanthropic or us break out in gratified smiles.
The Life of Si1· A1·tftur Conan Doyle by John Dickson Carr. In
this biography, we are given a full·length portnit of a man whose
priva te life equalled, or perhaps surpassed in fascination, the fictional career of his mo ·t famou s crea tion, Sherlock Holmes. Few
men have crowded into their lives all that Conan Doyle did. Alpinist, explorer, piritualist, writer-he had tremendous ability and
exercised it in an astounding number of ways. 1 he soul of chivalry,
his title of knight was as appropriate to him as it ever was to any
of the heroes of medievil times, about whom he wrote in the romances that he considered to be far superior to the detective fiction
which he kept unwillingly producing at public insistence. Himself
a detective writer of repute, Mr. Carr obviously wrote this work
as a labor of love and accomplished in it an extremely interesting
and authentic reconstruction of an outstanding figure.
Fmm Day to Day by Odd Nansen. Although by this time most
Americans probably have no desire to have stirred up in them
again some of the terrible memories of World ·w ar II, certain of the
happenings of that time are s0 indicative of the state to which warfevered men can come, that their retelling becomes almost a necessity at a period such as the present when the world seems to be
heading toward a repetition of that all-too rece nt catastrophe. This
diary of a Norwegian political prisoner of war, which wa written in
concentration camps in Nonvay and Germany, relates very matter~
of-factly and in an amazingly tolerant tone for one who had undergone what its author had, the horrible story of concentration
camp life. As a record of human brutality, cruelty, and animality,
it is indescribably shocking and often sickening; but, on the other
hand, as a record of human nobility, courage, and Christian forebearance, it is even more uplifting and inspiring. One of the most
sincere and forceful documents of recent times, its final plea for
tolerance and love of fellow man applied to all without discrimination is one that must surely be heeded for the future well-being
of mankind.
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No sear to sentient life
Is happiness or joy,
Nor illness ordinarily.
Will sordity destroy
Our sacred personality?
When warriors of earth
Who seek the Haven blessed
Contest Goliath's dastard sword
Of infamy-Obsessed Will hate disturb their fear of Lord?
The ruptured limb wi ll mend
And flex again as well.
Not so, the soul! The wooden horse
Of hate an d war can sell
Our soul across the styx-remorse!
A prayer to Him who th inks
And, lo, the thought becomes:
Le t strife no t come again
To make o ur sacred sons
Such morbid, h atefu l souls.

- R obert Prendergast
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